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your point, other than the ex parte assertion of the Japan.es
it would interest me very much indeed to know of it.   Th^ z?^taiy»
to me, is a case where purely ex parts statements are insufl5c-S' U seems
Secondly, I know as a definite fact (first-hand, not sec^!?'
information) that the Chinese Government proposed to the°T	d
Government an armistice on July 17 and expressed its re   ^
withdraw its troops to their positions prior to the incide    ness tO
Marco Polo Bridge, and to terminate all troop movement   ** ^
affected area if similar action were taken by the Japanese p"*
ment.   No effort to occupy strategic positions was to be att overn!
by either side in the meantime ; in other words, a gentleman9 emP
ment under which there would be no advantage taken of +    ar~
vening period of the armistice, until a settlement could be
This proposal was conveyed to the Japanese Government on 7 I     f
but it was ignored.   I greatly fear that this fact will not !Ook     iT
the historical record, and this is fact, not rumour.	on
Thirdly, on page 19 you mention only one instance of
bombing (in Canton) in which the non-combatants (a
number, you say) were killed through an accident.   We have
deal of absolutely reliable evidence, based on the direct
of neutral observers, of many instances of Japanese bomb'        f
undefended   cities,   towns,   hospitals,   missionary  and   educat*^ °1
establishments, in which great masses of bombs were dropped* b
Japanese planes many miles from any Chinese military establish^   t ^
and therefore not accidental, and in which a very large nmwk n Sf
non-combatant civilians were killed.    Very few, if any, of th °
bombings were reported in the Japanese press.   They were report rf
on the basis of absolutely reliable neutral observation, in the Aineri    *
press, and these reports are largely responsible for the wave of n>
dignation which swept over my country from coast to coast,   j encj
for your own personal and confidential information, a list of son/
of these incidents of which we are officially aware.
I readily grant that the Chinese propaganda abroad has been
more effective than the Japanese propaganda, but these points which
I have mentioned are not based on propaganda but on reliable neutral
evidence. Japan has a substantial case to present to the world
if one goes back into the history of the past many years, but her case
is not strong if based on the current hostilities and the way ^ wj^
they have been carried out. I think the term " self-defence " which
has been constantly used by Japanese propagandists in my countrv
was unfortunate. The average American will listen politely but ,^n
merely ask : " Well, you are fighting on Chinese soil, aren't you ? "
It needs a lot of historical background to attempt to justify that
charge, and the term " self-defence " was not well chosen.
I am sure you will appreciate from all this that quite apart from
propaganda there has been a great deal of ground to expl^ and
to justify the feeling against Japan which has arisen in my country
My constant an4 earnest prayer is that in spite of all that has happexSd

